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Abstract. Online Social Networks (OSNs) offer free storage and social
networking services through which users can communicate personal information with one another. The personal information of the users collected
by the OSN provider comes with privacy problems when being monetized for advertising purposes. To protect user privacy, existing studies
propose utilizing data encryption that immediately prevents OSNs from
monetizing users data, and hence leaves secure OSNs with no convincing
commercial model. To address this problem, we propose Privado as a
privacy-preserving group-based advertising mechanism to be integrated
into secure OSNs to re-empower monetizing ability. Privado is run by N
servers, each provided by an independent provider. User privacy is protected against an active malicious adversary controlling N − 1 providers,
all the advertisers, and a large fraction of the users. We base our design
on the group-based advertising notion to protect user privacy, which is
not possible in the personalized variant. Our design also delivers advertising transparency; the procedure of identifying target customers is
operated solely by the OSN servers without getting users and advertisers
involved. We carry out experiments to examine the advertising running
time under various number of servers and group sizes. We also argue
about the optimum number of servers with respect to user privacy and
advertising running time.
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Introduction

Motivation: Online social networks (OSNs) such as Facebook, Twitter, and
Google+ enable social activities in the digital world. OSN servers supply storage and computational resources for the users and offer various services through
which users are able to share their personal information with one another and
make new friendships. Additionally, OSNs offer advertising service where the
advertisers pay OSNs to find their targeted customers out of social network
members. In particular, in an advertising scenario, every user fills and uploads

